
 
 

The Life of St Ignatius of Loyola 

 

St. Ignatius was born in 1491 in the castle of 1.________ in the 

Basque region of Spain. As a young man, Ignatius was inspired by 

stories of medieval knights and chivalry. An example of this was 

when he tried to defend the town of 2.____________ from a 

French invasion and had his leg smashed by a 3.______________! 

 

Ignatius spent 4._______ months recovering from his injury. In a 

time without internet or computer games he spent most of his time 

5._________ and daydreaming. He read a book about ‘The Lives of 

the Saints’ and dreamed about copying great saints like Francis and 

Dominic by serving God. He also continued to think about knights 

and chivalry, but he realised that these romantic thoughts left feeling 

dry and 6._____, whereas thoughts of following Jesus Christ made 

him feel 7. ________. We could say that it was here that Ignatius 

first began to develop his skills of 8.____________ and be able to 

recognise 9.____________ and desolation in his life.    

 

After recovering, Ignatius stayed in the town of 10.__________ and 

lived there for ten months. It was here that Ignatius experienced the 

most powerful spiritual experiences of his life. He prayed for many 

hours a day in a dark 11.______. Then, while he prayed by the river 

Cardoner, he had a moment of understanding which changed his life 



 
 

and made everything in the world seem new to him. Ignatius’ 

experiences in Manresa helped him understand the way God has 

worked in his life and this helped him compose to the 12._________    

__________. These are a set of prayer exercises that have helped 

change the lives of thousands of people. 

 

Ignatius was stopped from sharing his beliefs with others about 

finding 13._____ in all things because he was not qualified to teach 

religion. In fact, in 1527 he was 14.____________ for giving the 

Spiritual Exercises to people in Alcala, Spain! Therefore he decided 

to go to Paris, France to study in order to become a 

15.___________. It was while studying in Paris that Ignatius met the 

‘first companions’, the group of men who would form the Society of 

Jesus alongside Ignatius. He lived with 16.________   ________ and 

17.__________   _________, giving them the Spiritual Exercises 

which changed their lives and led to them following Ignatius in giving 

their lives to serve God.  

 

After finishing his studies, Ignatius was ordained a priest on 24th June 

1537. In 1538, Ignatius and his group of followers travelled to 

18.______ to offer their services to the Pope. It was in Rome that 

Ignatius and his companions decided to form the 19.__________  __  

______ in 20._____. These ‘Jesuits’ dedicated themselves to sharing 

the word of God to others – from the poorest in Europe to people 



 
 

in the ‘new worlds’ of Asia and the Americas – all for the greater 

glory of 21.____. 

 

Ignatius was elected as the 22.____________   _________ of the 

Society of Jesus. This meant that for the last sixteen years of his life 

he stayed in Rome and organised the Jesuits and their international 

activities. Without telephone or emails, this was done entirely by 

23.________. Ignatius wrote more letters than almost any other 

person in the 16th century. At his busiest, he was sending around 24. 

_______ letters a year to various Jesuits and other people! Ignatius 

died on 25. ___ ______ 1556 at the age of sixty-five. He was 

canonised (made a saint) in 1622 and his feast day is celebrated on 

31st July, which is why we are studying his life at this time of year…   

 

 

 

Answers: Use pencil and tick them off as you go along… 

Dates:  

31st July, 1540  

Names:  

Francis Xavier, Superior General, Spiritual Exercises, Pierre Favre, 

God, God, Society of Jesus 

Places:  

Rome, Loyola, Manresa, Pamplona 

Numbers:  

6000, eight 

Adjectives: 

empty, joyful 

Verbs:  

reading, imprisoned 

Other Nouns:  

letters, cannonball, discernment, consolation, cave, priest,  


